
Copious (Connus Addictus) – Alan Chapman (2019)

    A                   E                                   A
A horse and a rider, to a plane train driver
    A                E                                                                                                   A
A future we can't predict and though we think we can the past we can't measure it
                            F#m                                              C#m
A bridge in the clouds...  And that ridge in your brow (it's Neanderthal)
                                   Eb7/5                                          Bm    E
Can the wisdom of crowds... Save and redeem us now.......
             A                                   E                                                 A
We've been too clever, we've got too many..  It's illusory this ten-a-penny
         A                           E                                                                                 A
And all your toys and jobs for the boys, if we haven't a planet then we haven't any thing
                            F#m                                              C#m
A bridge in the clouds...  And that ridge in your brow (it's Neanderthal)
                                   Eb7/5                                          Bm    E
Can the wisdom of crowds... Save and redeem us now.......
         A                   E                                                                                   A
The real estate, peace rate, is the farms need weeding and there's people are bleeding
      A                             E                                                                              A
Denialism cataclysm nihilism prison for the parapetic sensitive and victims
                                        F#m                       [need]             C#m
Should we all fight and row... Not see the threat is right now (it really is upon us)
                             Eb7/5                                                                                                                Bm  E
The delusion of clowns (connus addictus)  … Or can we... instead... make a future that's ours..
            A              E                                                   A
So the H2O and DNA... That's you and me and them and they
                 A                                  E                                                                               A
And the quark and spark and light and dark and we're all immigrants with the same human heart
                            F#m                                              C#m
A bridge in the clouds...  And that ridge in your brow (it's Neanderthal)
                                   Eb7/5                                          Bm    E
Can the wisdom of crowds... Save and redeem us now.......
         A                   E                                         A
And pay per tiger firefighter greater nature lover lighter
 A                     E                                                A
Eater meater reader made a volume heavy metal feeder
                        F#m                                      C#m
Of the human race that cannot watch its face  we gotta get 
                 Eb7/5                                                                                                                                  Bm   E
Outa this place, say the billionaires in their bunkers and denialists in their fearful disunited states..

               A                   E                                                                                     A
So let's uplift inspire educate and edify instead of standing by and scarify and lie and  
 A                                                   E                                                A
Walls have ears, ten thousand years, our rainfall tears and searing sunshine 
                F#m                   C#m
That will burn unless we learn (pretty soon / learn, learn learn)                                                   Bm   E
                         Eb7/5                                                                                                               better world.. 
The life we've spurned, you see it's about being human, authentically, human again, and make a 

                 A                   E                                             A                                                                                  
Now we all can be a real life saver... Be a social mediator
     A                                E                                                   A
A plant a tree adopt a wasp a bee a fly it's got to be emergent see
                                F#m                                       C#m                                      Eb7/5                     Bm    E
Yeah that's how it grows... 'Cos the universe knows...  The highs and the lows...   And so it goes...


